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0. Introduction 
Let P be the set of homotopy types of base-pointed finite CW-complexes. Then 
Phas the structure of a commutative semigrc:up with 0, where the addition >f spaces 
X and Y is their disjoint union with base points identified (called the “wedge” of X 
and Y and denoted X v Y). 
Definition 0.1. Suppose X and Y are in P. Then X dnd Y are said to be we&e tTyrtir*- 
alent if there is a space 2 in P such that X v 2 2 Y v 2. 
There are many questions one might ask about wedge equivalence and wedge 
equivalent spaces. For instance, does wedge equivalence imply homotopy equiva- 
lence? (The answer is no, as others have shown and we shall see in Section 3.) If we 
form the Grothendieck group G(P) of P, what properties does G(P) have? Is there 
torsion? Or is there a simple characterization for wedge equivalent spaces which can 
be used in the investigation of the Grothendieck group? 
Freyd has considered ali of these questions and answered them in a “stable” situ- 
ation. The following are results of Freyd pertinent to this paper (see [6,7] 1: 
Theorem 0.2. Irz a stable range, the fdluwir~g are equivalent : 
(i) X and Y are wedge equivalent; 
(ii) X v B ” Y v B for the bouquet of‘ spheres B with the same Betti numbers as x. 
(iii) X and Y are r)f’ the same genus (that is, their localixd spaces are hr~motclpi- 
tally equivalent ]>r every prime p). 
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Theorem 0.3. The Grothendieck group for stable homotopy is jiee. 
In order to investigate the more difficult unstable situation, Hilton [ 1 I] has con- 
sidered relatively simple spaces, namely CW-complexes with only two cells. In much 
of Hilton’s work, maps are used which are suspension elements; thus the composition 
of such a map followed by a map of degree 4 would be that map multiplied by 4. 
The next two results are due to Hilton: 
Theorem 0.4. Suppose (Y and fl are elements of‘finite order in II,_ 1 S”, with 
r?z > n + 1 > 1. 
(i) If at and (3 generate the same subgroup, then C, v Sm E Cp v Sm. 
(ii) C, zCpifandonlyij‘rl:l w=/P+L 
Suppose in addition that (x is a suspension element. 
(iii) lf a and fl generate the same subgroup, then C, v St1 - C, v St’. 
(iv) C, 121 Cp ij-and only ij’p = 2~. 
(This was later strengthened by Hilton and Roitberg [ 161 as follows: If o! is a sus- 
pension element, or 12 and iarl are odd, then (iii) and (iv) hold.) 
Theorem 0.5. Suppose ac is a suspension element of finite order in II,,, _ 1 S Y TIzert 
t Ca 2 K, if and only if k t z + 1 (mod lcxl), where /3 = ka, (k, 1 ai) = 1. 
The question of torsion in the Grothendieck group remains open. In order to 
find torsion elements in G(P), we would need to find spaces X and Y so that 
x v *** v x v 2 ” Y v ..’ ~Y~ZforsorneZ,butX~W~Y~CVddoesnotholdfor 
any IV. Hilton has given examples of the following in [I I] : 
c, v s ” “C, v S” c, PC, 
c, v s “‘-“QVS” 2C, $ c, v c, 
2% ” 25 
As we can see, this does not answer the question of torsion in G(P) since, although 
C, + Cp and 2C, 2 2Cg, C, and Cp are wedge equivalent for a sphere. 
In our paper, we again consider spaces with only two cells, but we use a new ap- 
proach: that of looking at the genus of the space (see Theorem 0.2). Although the 
situation is not general, there are certain advantages. We expect the same sort of re- 
sults to hold in an unstable situation as Freyd found; moreover, if counterexamples 
exist for spaces with two cells, they should be relatively easy to find. 
In Section 1 we prove our main theorem: 
Theorem 0.6. Suppose cy and /3 are elements of finite order in II, _ 1 S n with mapp- 
ing cones C, and C,, and m > n + 1 > 1. Then the following are equivalent : 
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(i) C, arrd C, are of t/k8 sum gums. 
(ii) C, V S” V S y)l ” C$ v S” v S’? 
(iii) There is a wedge oj’spheres T such that C, v T ” C, v T. 
(We remark that.Dyer and Sieradski [33 have proven some results for II = IYI = 1.) 
Section 2 simply extends the results of Hilton; in particular. Theorem 0.4. III 
Section 3 we give several results to make the discussion complete, including the fol- 
lowing examples: 
(a) two spaces of the same genus, but not wedge equivalent by wedging with the 
bottom sphere; 
(b) spaces of the same genus, but not wedge equivalent by wedging with the top 
sphere ; 
(c) spaces of the same genus, but not wedge equivalent by wedging with the top 
and bottom spheres imultaneously (that is, C, and Cp are of the same germs, but 
C,vS~~VS~~CpVs~‘VS~~). 
Example (c) comes out of the following fact: for (x of infinite order. 
c vS”v$P- - C, V Sn v Sm implies C, ” C,. This, of course, is a stronger esult 
thOIJn Theorem 1. I 1, where a: and fl are of finite order. (Basic references for localila- 
tion are [16, 18, 191). 
1. The main theorem 
In order to prove our main result (Theorem 0.6), we need several lemmas. We also 
rely quite heavily on the following facts: Given homotopy equivalences 6 and 7 in 
there is a homotopy equivalence 6’ completing this diagram; dually, given honw- 
topy equivalences y and a’, there is a homotopy equivalence 6 completing the dia- 
gram. (The latter is primarily a result of Blakers and Massey [lo] , but we also need 
a theorem of Dold [2, p. A.61 ,) I II our case. A, B. X Y will be spheres. wedges ot 
spheres, or their localizations. 
We also remark that a map 6 : S’l,) -+ S&, (where S;*,) 
f d 
is the il-sphere loculized at 
the prime p) is a homotopy equiva ence if and only if is a unit in Z(,,, (the mtt’gcrs 
localized at p). Thus the following holds: 
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Lemma 1.1. Let p be any prime, and CY, /3 elements in II,_ l Sn. Then 
if and only if there are units y, 6 in Z@) such that y 0 a(p) z p(p) 0 6. 
Cat,) 2 t&p, 
Lemma 1.2. Suppose q is an integer and 7 is of finite order k II,, S? If q 0 y = 0, 
then there is an integer q’ with the following properties : 
(i) q’oy = 0; 
(ii) a prime p divides q’ if and only if p divides 1 y I. 
(Note: it is well known in the dual situation that ‘y 0 q = qy.) 
Roof. Let q = q’q”, where (q’, 1~ 1) = 1, and if p divides q’, then p divides 171. Now 
q;: nnsn cR, z II, SG, if (q”, p) = 1. Thus 7 # 0 implies q” 0 7 # 0, since for p divid- 
inglyl,q oY(p)fO.Thatis,ifq”o7=Oand(q”,lyI)=I,thenr=O.Now 
q"oq' oy = qoy = 0; moreover, Irl(q’or) = q’o l+ylr = 0, so (q’oyI divides 171, and 
(q”, I q’ 0 y I) = 1. Thus by the above remarks, q’ 0 y = 0. Clearly any prime p dividing 
17 I must divide 4). for otherwise q’ 0 y(p) # 0. 
Lemma 1.3. Suppose y is of finite order in II, St? Then 1~ I 2 0 y = 0. 
I-%oof. Combining results of Hilton and Serre [ 1 ] = , we have 6 1~ 10 7 = 0. If (&IT I) 
1, then I+ y= 0 by Lemma 1.2. If 2 divides 171 but 3 does not, then by Lemma 
1.2wehave2~y~~~=Oandsol~l2~y=O.Similarly,lylZ~~=Oif3dividesl~l 
but 2 does not, and if 6 divides ITI, then we have directly that byI2 0 y = 0. 
Corollary 1.4. IT(P) I 2 0 y(p) = Ofor all Primes Pa 
We now state another result of Hilton 19) which, when combined with Lemma 
1.3 and Corollary 1.4, gives two very useful corollaries. 
Theorem 1.5. Suppose ff is in II,_, S II, and y, 6 are in II,, X (X any space). Then 
(y+S)oa= yoa+gocy+ [r.s]oH,a+ [Y, [Y,~llOH,~ 
t 16, [y, S]] oHpr+ . . . . 
where [ - , -1 denotes a Whitehead product, and Hj(y is the jti1 (higher) Hupf invari- 
un t. 
Corollary 1.6. (y t la12)~ar = yea. 
Proof. We have [y, lct12] = lo112[r, 11, and IHj~l divides larl. Hence by Lemma 1.3, 
Id ’ [ **a] OH,- a = 0, and so all higher terms vanish. 
Corollas 1.7. (Y(P) + la(pjPhfp) = Y(P~(~). 
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Lemma 1.8. Supposc k is an irzteger arrd for every prime p dividirzg 1 cy 1, 6 ( y) is 
(I unit ii1 Z,,, strc-11 that k z 6(p) (mod la(p)J2). Ther? (k+(p) = &(p)~a(p)ji,r 
every prime p. 
goof. We need only concern ourselves with primes p dividing 1 Q! 1. Now k E 6 (p) 
(mod b(p)1 2, means that there is a cp in Z,,, such that 6 (p) = k + cP l&p) I? Let 
6(p) = s/t. Then 
cp = (6 (y, -- k),’ la(p) I 2 = (s .-- kt j/tp’ for some Y 
= s’ft for some s’ in Z 
since Q, is in Z,,,. Thus 
kOdP) = F(P) --~;,ld~J)12] oau(JQ = t-l o(s-- s’la(p)/2)oCy(p) 
= t-l 0 s 0 a(p) (by Corollary I .7 j 
= s/f ONP) = 6 (p) 0 cu(p,. 
The following theorem @yes a criterion for our spaces being of the same genus 
and will serve as a tool in many further results. 
Theorem 1.9. C, arid C, aw oj’ the same genus if awd only if there art’ irltrgm k, k’ 
such that /3 0 k’ = kw,and(k, fclrl) = 1 =(k’, l/31). 
Roof. First suppose that CU and Cp are of the same genus. Then by Lemma 1.1 
there are units S(p), r(p) m Z(,) for every p such that p(p) 0 6(p) = r(p)0 a(p). By 
the Chinese Remainder Theorem we can find an integer k’ such that k’ 3 6 (p) 
(nlod IP(p f or every p dividing I/3 I ) and (k’, I /3 I) = 1. Thus (k’fl) (p) = 6 (p) fl( @II 
for every p, and so (PO k’)(p) = r(p) 0 a(p) for every p. We can also find an integer 
ksuch that k zy(p)(mod /a(~)]~) for everyp dividing larl,and(k,lal)= 1. By 
Lemma I .8, (k 0 cu) (p) = y(p) 0 a(p) f or every p. Hence (k 0 a)(p) = (PO k’) (p) for 
every p and so k 0 cy = 00 k’ by a theorem of Hilton, Mislin and Roitberg [ 161. 
Now suppose that there are integers k, k’ such that 0 0 k’= k 0 CL and (k, ICY I) = 1 = 
(k’, 101). We observe that larl = IpI: we have 0 = k 0 $lar, but (k, llplcr I) = 1, SC) by 
Lemma 1.2, Ia 1 divides ,/I I ; also 0 = k’ l&3 and (k’, IPI) = 1 gives that I@\ di- 
vides lcll I. Suppose then that p divides la 1; then (k, p) = 1 = (k’, p), so k, k’ art: 
units in Z(,). Hence C,(,) E C,(,) y b Lemma 1.1. If p does not divide lcvl (and 
hence IPI), we get a(p) = p(p) = 0 and so C,(,) E COtpI. Thus C, and C, are 
of the same genus. 
Prior to the next lemma we must take the following remarks: In homology. a map 
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$C S z v Sn + St2 v Sn has a 2 X 2 matrix representation with integral entries. More- 
over, 0 will be a homotopy equivalence if and only if its associated matrix is uni- 
modular. Our convention will be as follows: if Hn @ = (z $1, then 
Htz @: (1 9 0) I+ (a, 4 and (0, 0 t+ (h 0 
LRmma 1 .I 0. Suppose the following diagram commutes (that is, homotup~) com- 
mutes) : 
st?l-l v sm-l ai Va2 St7 v St1 
$J 
1 1 
0 
Sm.-l v p-- 1 E1 VP2 St1 v stt 
9 
Roof. The following diagram commutes, where 5 is the injection into theith sphere 
(i = 1, 2) and pk is the projection onto the kt*’ sphere (k = 1, 2): 
SW-1 9 
_-_I__ 
-----+ S” 
‘i + 1 ‘i 
cp -1 v sm-1 5’) v “2 -- + sn vv 
I 
JI 
L 1 
Q, 
stn--1 v cp-1 b cp v yt 01 V P2 
pk 
1 1 
pk 
sm-1 *fik ---- --+ Sn 
That is, 
In homology, we see that the composite & 0 @ 0 $ is just ak,- and pk 0 $ 0 ii is bkj. 
Hence akj 0 Oj =Pk”bkj(k=I,2;j=1,2). 
Theorem 1.11. C, and C, are of the same genus if and only if 
c, v sn v sm zc, v sn v sm. 
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Proof. Suppose C, V S” V !P IV- Cp v SJ v Sm. Then by restricting to St1 v S”’ we 
get a commutative diagram 
o!vo sm -1 v pt-1 -.-f yJVy’---+C vS’WSrn 
CY 
G 1 2: 0 i 3L -= f 
cp- 1 v p-1 -- kJvo ) y’VS”--_,C,vs~~vSn~ 
where H,n -1 J/ = ( ct d a’ b: ) and If,,@ = (z 2) are unimodular. By Lemma 1.10 we hve 
av3= 0 0 a’ and c 0 (Y = 0 = 00 b’. Now I/Y divides h’ since b’/3 = 00 b’ = 0. and 
(a’, 101) = 1 since (a’, 6’) = I. Suppose p is a prime dividing icvl . Then by Lemma 1.2 
y must divide c. Hence (a, Id ) = 1 since (a, c) = I. Thus by Theorem 1.9, C, and C; 
are of the same genus. 
Now assume that C, and C, are of the same genus. By TheoremI. there are in- 
tegers k. k’ such that h: 0 ar = 0 0 h-’ and (h-‘, 10 1) = (k, 1 a I) = I . Choose integers A:‘. _I’, 
x’.y’such that k’y’ - I@lx’ = I and Q x /& = 1. It is known 113, p, 516) th,irt ;I 
2 X 2 integral matrix M may be regarded as a homotopy class M: Sk v S” -+ Sk v Sk. 
M will be a homotopyequivalence if its determinant is If 1. Thus we may consider 
the diagram 
sm-1 v p-1 ______ ff v O_t sn v S”3 c, v S” v sm 
! 
1 
, 
p: ‘P!) 
X .V 
i 
(.k X) i 
la I2 _v 
j/ 
Sm-1 v SWI---I ovO ) S?l v S”-+C 
P 
v S?? v SW . 
In order to prove the theorem, we shall show that the diagram commutes. Now 
+.wO)= [(ilok)+(iZol~12)]ocwopl, 
where ij is the ith injection of Sn into Sn v Sn and p1 is the projection of 
Snz -l v Sm-* onto its first component (see [ 14, p. 1041 j. By Corollary 1.6. 
0 (CUV 0) = i, 0 k 0 it 0 pi. 
To examine (p v 0) 0 (t: I$‘), consider the following commutative diagram: 
sm-I v srn-1 
f b$ 
x’ y’ 
1 
sm-1 vsm-l PVO s S’J v S’J 
PI 
i 
il 
sm-1 P 3s” 
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ii’ IPI The composition /3 0 p1 0 cX. E,, ) is a map (*, **ic) of two components. Examining 
homology again we see that * = /3 0 k’ and ** = p 0 1 p 1 = 0. Thus 
=i,o(po k',O) 
=i,o@ok'0p, 
Hence the diagram commutes, and so C, v S” v !Vn 2 C, V St2 v !P. 
Up to this point we have shown that (i) and (ii) are equivalent in Theorem 0.6. 
Obviously (ii) implies (iii). so now we shall show that (iii) implies (ii). 
Theorem 1.12. If T is a wedge of spheres mu C, v T : Cb v T, theu C, and Ci3 are 
of the same gmds. 
Roof. First observe that we may assume that T has no sphere of dimension less than 
rr, for if T = T’ v (VS ki), where ki < 11 and T’ with spheres of dimension greater 
than or equal to II, then simply restrict the given homotopy equivalence to V Ski 
and so obtain a homotopy equivalence C, v T' + C, v T’. 
Secondly we may assume that T has no sphere of dimension greater than nr. 
(Simply show that the homology groups of the nt-skeleton of C, and C, are the 
same; for m-homology use the fact that the m-skeleton is a retract of the complex.) 
We may also assume that T has an equal number of /z-spheres and m-spheres, for, if 
not. simply add (that is. wedge) a sufficient number of the appropriate sphere. Let 
T” be the wedge of s$eres in T of dimension strictly between 12 and nz. By restrict- 
ing the given homotopy equivalence to the subcomplex St’ v l m* v S1 v T”, we get 
a commutative diagram 
SnI-- 1 v . . . v Sm- 1 
I 
v T gvob St1 v . . . v sit v T” + 
cp 2 
i 
C 
a 
where 
is unirnodular. Define integers uki (&mentS of II,] S” z Z) ;1S fO~hWS: oki = pk O cb O ii7 
wllere ‘i is the injection of Sn into the jth n-sphere of Sn V -‘- V S” V T”, and Pk is 
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the projection onto the k th sphere. Thus we have integers ki, 1 < k, j < Y. and, 
moreover, 
H,,#= (1;; 1:: 1;;) 
is unimodular. Since the diagram 
St??-1 Q (if j = 1) __-_---) s 11 
ij 
1 
0 (ifjstl) 
I 
ij 
s'n- 1 v . . . v yrr-I _!?!_!?> s” v . . . v s’l v T” 
pk pk 
sm-1 p(ifk=l) + sr, 
0 (if k + 1) 
commutes, and using the obvious generalization of Lemma 1 .lO, we find that 
a21 O a = 0 = p 0 612. 
. . 
Qrl OQ! &0=/30 b,,. 
where (aI l ..,allj = (b,,, . . . . bt,) = 1. Since 101 divides(,b12....,bl,). we must 
have (b 1 1 ,I P I) = 1. Also every prime p which divides Ia I also divides (azl, . . . , a,l ) 
by Lemma 1.2, and so (a 1 1, lar I) = 1. Hence C, and Cp are of the same genus by 
Theorem 1.9. 
2. A special case 
In this section we shall restrict ourselves omewhat and prove the following result: 
Theorem 2.1. Let cy and p be elements of odd order in l-I,__1 S” with n odd, 
m > n + 1 > 1. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) ar and p generate the same subgroup, 
(ii) C, and Cp are of the same genus, 
(iii) C, V S m=cpvsm, 
(iv) C,VV z C,vSY 
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Before beginning the proof, we remark that Hilton and Roitberg [ 141 have 
shown that (i) implies both (iii) and (iv). By Theorem 0.6 we have only to show (ii) 
implies (i). 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose p is an odd prime. Then S;‘P, is an H-space if and onl_v if n is 
odd (see [Ml). 
The next lemma follows frtinl results of Eckman [4] and gives the first of two 
mhin sleps in proving Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose y(p) : S ;” , + S &_. 6 : S tP, + S &. and S &, is at1 H-space 
Then 6 0 y(p) = 6 y(p) irz I$,, S&,. 
Corollary 2.4. Suppose p is an odd prime. Theit CLyqPl ” Cpt,,, if and oru’y ij’ 
a(p) = 8 (p) p(p) for some unit 6 (p) in Z,,). 
The next result is a statement about finitely generated abelian groups and locali- 
zation. We suppose that two elements of finite order are related in some way in the 
localized groups. Since the number of primes involved is finite (the orders of the 
elements are finite), the proof yields itself to a Chinese Remainder Theorem afgu- 
ment, and we get a global relation between the elements. 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose G is a jinitely generated abelian group, and x, y are eiemertts 
oj’finitc order irl G such thar jiw every prime p, x(p) = 6 (p)y(p) in GtIII with d(p) 
a wit in Z(,). Then there is ail irrtegcr k such that x = ky and (k, iy I) = 1. 
Proof. Since x and y are of finite order (and to simplify notation), we may assume 
that G is finite. Let 
GSZ + ." t z 
b, 
t -'* t z k 
4 Pr r’ 
(pi *pi for i#j) 
and write 
Then we have a- = 
‘- 
l- 1 
,,k 6 (pi) bij ,/ 
. . . . . r. Let pi i = max {pj 
= 1, . . . . Hi, i = 1, . . . . r, for 6 (pi) units in Z@,,, 
x = ky (that is, a- = 
V: 1 < i < IZj 1. Since we wish to find k such that 
l/k. kbij for all i,i), it suffices to find an integer k such that 
ks6(pi)(modpi I),i= 1, . . . . r. The Chinese Remainder Theorem gives us such an 
integer k, and in addition, (k, pl, . . . . p,)= l.Thusx=kyand(k, Iyl)= 1. 
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The last lemma, combined with Corollary 2.4, provides enough information to 
complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
3. Examples and other results 
As we have seen in Section 2, taking a sphere Sr of odd dimension and an at- 
taching map of odd order strengthens our results quite a bit. In order then to find 
counterexamples, we would need to look at two-celled complexes with lower sphere 
of even dimension, and attaching maps of even or infinite order. The author is in- 
debted to Professor Guido Mislin for the first, and most useful result of this section 
(cf. [17, p. 3251). 
Theorem 3.1. Let @I Iii_1 S2k- * t niS4k-1 + niS”k he the mapdejihed iI>’ 
Where i 2k is the identity on S 2 k, and [ - , - ] deuotes the Whitehead prodrrct. Thtw 
(i) jbr p an odd prime, o@) is arz isornorphism; 
(ii) ifff = x? + [i2k,i2k] 0 6, theu 
jbr n an integer ; 
, p odd, then there are unique elements y ii1 Fl i_ 1 S tjfjme ’ 
0 6 arid if z is in Ztl+ thcrl 
Before using this result, we give an example which is somewhat overdue. 
Example 3.2. C, ” Cp, /3 = -10 Q, but c~ and fi do not generate the sarne subgroup. 
Consider IT 7 S4 E 2 + Z,, and let Q! be the Hopf map (which generates the free part 
of I-+4- see [17,p.329]).IfweletP=- 10 Q, then 0 = cy + Dv? whelre 1%’ gene- 
rates II6 S3 (see [! 51). Clearly a and /3 do not generate the same subgroup. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose Q and /3 are of finite order in II ,+ 1 S I’. 
(i) If C, v S n z Cp v Sn, then C, and Cp are of the same genus. 
(ii) If C, V S m N Cp v Sm, therr C, and C, are oj’the same genus. 
Theorem 3.3 is a simple corollary of Theorem 0.6. However, the converses do not 
hold as we shall see by employing Theorem 3.1. 
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Example 3.4. C, and Cp are of the same genus, but C, v Sn f$ Cp v S*: Let us con- 
sider 0: 11,$3 + L114S 7-+ I-I~~S? Let rrl4S7 2 Z120 (see [20] ) be generated by 
7. Take a = 0(0,247) in II14 S4. Then ~1 has order 5 since Q is an isomorphism. 
Now 2~ 3 = ti = ar gives that Ca and C2, are of the same genus (by Theorem 1.9). 
Suppose, however, that C, v S 4 ” C2, v S4. Then we have a commutative diagram 
s14 @JO 4 ------+s vs4-+c,vs4 
k:?_(2 o) + 1- 
-AI s4 v s4 ----+c,, v s4 
with H4Q = (F i;> unimodular (where (a, 0) is the composition i, *a). By Lemma 
1.10. we haveaoa, = +-2a.NowbyTheorem3.1,aoa!= [id,i4j 0 24a2y(sinceS7 
is an H-space - cf. Lemma 2.3) and + 2o = [i4, i4] 0 (248)~. Hence CI o a(S)= 
+3ar(5) implies (by Theorem 3.1 (iii)) that 24ai zz +48 (mod S), or a2 E +2 (mod 5) 
which is impossible. Thus C, v S4 p C, v S4. 
Example 3.5. C, and Cp of the same genus, but C, v Sm F C, v Sm. Here we take 
&8S8; we know by Theorem 3.1 that n37S& + “38s:: z n3&$,. Moreover, 
“38$, s z, s 
Qorsion. Let 
&7 S 75, (see [S] )- Thus n38 
c 
the first b 
d8 “= Z, + 2!, + T. where T has no 
5 (associated with lIj7 S:st ; be generated by 6, and the sec- 
ond 2, (associated with &8S&) be generated by y. Take o = (6, y. 0) in &8S8 
and /3 = 2 0 (;Y. Then (Y has order 5. and C,? C are of the same genus (Theorem 1.9). 
Suppose, however, that C, v S 39 ” Cp v S 3 8 . Then we obtain a commutative dia- 
gram 
~38 v ~“8 ‘2%?& s8__+ c 2gS39 
rc, ” -+l ” 
+ 1 
s38 v s3” -!%~ ~8 -+c,vs39 
where H3, $ = (E 2) is unimodular. Once again, using Lemma 1.10 we have either 
2*o?a0!, or -2*Q[=a0!. Nowa(5)=(6(5),y(5)) = x6’+ Iis, i&s)“+ for 
unique 6’ in fl37 S& and 7’ in f138 S!& (6’ # 0, y’ f 0 since 6 (5) # 0, r(S) + 0). 
By Theorem 3.1, 
2oa(5)=2C6’t 4([i8, i8](5)of)= x26’+ [ig, i81(5)04y’, 
Also 
so by uniqueness in Theorem 3.1, if 2 0 ar = cpa[, we must have that a f 4 (mod 5) and 
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Q E 2 (mod S), which is impossible. Similarly, if we assume - 2 0 (x = acx, we get that 
a~4(mod5)anda~ 
C@V s? 
3 (mod 5), which is again impossible. Hence C, v S 3g ‘;14: 
Up to this point we have ignored elements of infinite order in our homotopy 
groups. This has not been a great omission since only the groups II,_, Sn 
(< n m- l) with m - 1 = 4k - 1 and n = 2k may have elements of infinite order. 
However, we shall now deal with that case. 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose c11= (QI’, x) and 0 = ($, y) are elemerzts of II 4n_1 S 2 I1 z T + 2, 
Tfinite, ar of irzfinite order. If 
then C, = C,. 
Proof. As in previous results, we obtain a commutative diagram 
s4n-1 v s4n--1 QI ‘O ~--,S”nvS2~~~---+C vs2nvs4n 
1L N 
1 
CII 
@ ” 
I 1- 
- 
s4n-1 Vs4n-1 Pvo s2nvs2n ) ----+ c, v s2n v 9,’ 
where H4n_1 $ = ($ f;:> and Hz,,@ = (“, i) are unimodular. By Lemma 1. IO we 
have @a’ = Q 0 Q and b’/3 = 0 = c 0 a). Since (x is of infinite order, and by usiing 
Pod’= a 0 at and Theorem 3.1 for an odd prime, we get that /? is also of infinite order. 
(Note that a and a’ cannot be 0, for if they were, c and b’ would have to be i: 1, and 
so we would have *p = 0 = f lo cw.) Now b’P = 0 = (b’fl’, b' y) and so b’ = 0 (since 
y # 0 in Z). Hence a’ = + 1 since a’d’ - b’c’ = + 1. Also for p an odd prime, 
0 = cocu(p) = co (Xy + [i2,*, i,,](,)o 6) 
for ~,6 as in Theorem 3.1 (6 # 0 since (Y is of infinite order) 
and SO C* = 0, or c = 0. Hence a = + 1 since ad - bc = + 1. Th p o + 1 = +_ 1 o a, ad 
soC,"Cp. 
Example 3.7. C, and Cp of the same genus, but C, V Sn v Sm * Cp V S’: V S”*: We 
take the homotopy group IIIsS8. As in Theorem 3.1,@: I114S7 + II@ + II& 
Let l-I& E 2120 be generated by w and II,, S l5 “= Z be generated by 7. Take 
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a=Cllwt [ig,ig]o~J=E83wt [i,,i,]orinn15S8.Thena(pj=P(pjfor 
all primes except 5, since 83 z I1 (mod 3) and 83 f 11 (mod 8) (only the primes 
2, 3 and 5 are involved since 120 = 23 * 3 - 5). Then QPI z~ CptP) for all primes ex- 
cept 5. By Theorem 3.1, 
and so 
Also 
@(5j = E2w(5) + 4([ie9 is] 07’)(5)~ 
hence 2 0 at(S) = 40(5). Thus CrrisI 2 Cpt5) b y Lemma 1 .l . We have shown then that 
C, and cs are of the same genus. 
Suppose now that C, V S8 V S l6 2 Cp v S 8 v S16. Since cy is of infinite order, we 
must have that C, 2 Cp by Theorem 3.6, and so /I 0 k i = F 10 a. Clearly ar # +/3; 
also-loa= -ZClw+ [i&@ybyTheorem3.l.so-loaf-@.Theonlypos- 
sibility left is - 1 0 (II = /3; that is, 
-ElM+ [ig,ig]o~=Z83w+ [i&@y. 
However, 
and 
p(3) = Z2w(3j + ( [is, isI 07)(3). 
Thus (- 10 a) (3) # p(3), and so - 10 a # fl. Hence C, $0. Hence C’, $ Cp which 
implies C,V S8 v S16 $ QV S* v S16 by Theorem 3.6. 
Now that the examples are out of the way, we shall state a few results about 
wedge cancellation which folloiv ea:,ily from lemma3 of Section 1. The first simply 
says that wedge equivalence by means of one m-spi?ere (n-sphere) IS just as good as 
wedge equivalence by means CX several m-spheres (n-spheres). 
Theorem 3.8. Suppose a! and /? m-e of finite cxkr in !I v_ 1 S )? 
(ij -rf c, v s”r v w-e v s mNCpVSmv-*vSm, thr?ne,vSm~~c/pSm. 
(ii) If C, v SIT v 9.9 v Sn N C, v Sn v l t: Sn, then C, v Sn E C, V ST 
Proof. (ij We obtain (a2 in Theorem I. 12) a commutative diagram 
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srn--1 v . . . v p-1 v cp v . . . v cp (a,O,...~o~ SPI_C 
CY 
I 
JI N 
1 
+l ” : N 
<p,o,...,o> 
i -1 
- 
sm-1 v . . . v sm-1 *------+ S”--+ c, v sm v **’ v sm 
isunimodular.ByLemma1.10wefindthat~1~a=~~bll,O-~~bljfor 
i = 2, . . . . r. Let b = (b,,, . . . . b,,); then (bl 1, b) = 1. Choose integers x and y such 
that b, lw~ - bx = 1. Now bfl= 0 since 101 divides bli for i = 2, . . . . Y. Hence consider 
the diagram *
p-1 v cp-4 (iY,O) - Sn-+C,VSm 
which commutes since 
(asintheproofofTheorem l.ll)and+1~(cu,O)=(+1~cr,O).‘Thus 
C,vS’n=CpVS”. 
(ii) Here we obtain a commutative diagram 
sm-1 @,O, . . ..O) _______j sn v ..* v SL+C, v sn v l *. v S” 
Bunimodular.ByLemma l.lOwehavea~l~~=+~.n~l~~=Of~ri~~....~~.~o~~ 
ail * a = 0 gives that ICI! 1divides ai 1 @ for some integer Qi by Lemma 1.2. Let 
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c=(azt,..., a:[). Then Ial divides c and (c, al 1) = 1 = (c’, al l). Choose integers 
x,y so that all.y-- xc 2 = 1, and consider the diagram *
which commutes because 
( ) Q11 x ,,2 ,’ = (a.0) = [(il Oall) + (i20c2)] O(Y (as in 1.11) 
=iloalloa! 0-v 1.6) 
=i,q3=(p,o).+l. 
Hence C, V Sn 2 Cp V Sn. 
Recall that in Section 1 (Theorem 1.12) we proved that wedge equivalence of 
Ccy and Cp by means of a wedge of spheres implied that C, and Cp were of the same 
genus. If, however, that wedge of spheres contains neither A- nor m-spheres, then 
the maps J/ and $ (in the proof of Theorem 1 .I 2) are each of degree * 1. For com- 
pleteness then, we state the following corollary to Theorem I. 12. 
Corollary 3.9. Suppose cy and fl are of finite order in II,_ 1 S n. If T is a wedge of 
spheres with no n-sphere and no m-sphere and C, v T 2 C, v T, then C,” C,. 
The next theorem tells us that if C, and Cp are wedge equivalent for another 
two-celled complex C,, then we may cancel “some” of C, ; more explicitly, C, and 
Cp are of the same genus and thus wedge equivalent by means of Sn v Sm. 
Theorem 3.10. Suppose cy, p and y are of finite order in II,_ 1 Sn. If C, v C, 2 
C, v C,, then C, and Cp are of the same genus. 
Roof. c, v c, = Cp v C, gives us a commutative diagram 
sm-LVsm-l*~ snvsn-+c Q1 vc “I 
IL z 1 Q, N 
- 
sm-1 “srn-1 Qvr 
1 i- 
- snvsn--Cpvc, 
where Hm_l $ = ($ $ ) and Hn $ = (f f;> are unimodular. By Lemma 1.10 we have 
21n~1,wetake+1ifa~~~~=+~,-lifall~~=-~. 
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that a 0 cy = a$, c 0 CY = c’y, h 0 y = b’/3, d 0 y = d’y. Now /b’/3 = c’(b 3 7) = 
bococr=bcoa,and so bothaoar=a’pand bcw= b’c’fl hold. But (a’, b’) = 1 = 
(a’, c’) and so (a’, b’c’) = 1. Similarly (a, br) = 1. The following lemma will complete 
the proof of Theorem 3.10 and also be useful in Theorem 3.12. 
Lemma 3.11. Suppose cv and fl are of finite order in n m _ 1 S H, and there are integers 
a1 , . . . . a,, b,, . . . . b, (r > 1) SUCK that ai 0 (x = 00 hi, i = 1, . . . . r, and moreover, 
(a1 , . . . . a,) = 1. (b,, . . . . b,) = 1, Therz C, and C, are of the same genus. 
Proof. We remark first that 1y and p must be of the same order: clearly $1 divides 
Ial and the least common multiple of ial 0 al, . . . , la, 0 cr 1 divides IpI. A simple cal- 
culation (using Lemma 1.2) shows that larl is this least common multiple. Thus we 
divide our proof into three cases: 
(i) Suppose a prrme p does not divide Ial, then cx(pj = p(p) = 0, and 
C 4 ) 
Q 
= %p)* 
ii) Suppose p divides lat 1 but p does not divide al . then p-l Icu 1 b 1 p = 
p-l Ic~((a~ 0 cr) = al “p-1 Iala, and so by Lemma 1.2, p does not divide b, . Thus a1 
and b, are units in Ztpj and Catpj 21 Cp(pj by Lemma 1.1. 
(iii) Suppose p divides both Ial and al, then there is an ai (i > 1) such that 
(ai, p) = 1. AS in (ii)? (p, bi) = 1 and SO C,(,) 2 C,,,,. 
Thus C,(,) ” CptPj for all primes p. 
Our last theorem simply says that if for an integer , rC, 2 rC,, then C, and C, 
are of the same genus. We state it more precisely. 
Theorem 3.12. Suppose a and @ are of finite order in II M _1 S? If Vi’= 1 C, 2 
vLz1 CD, then C, and C, are of the same genus. 
Roof. We obtain the commutative diagram 
Sm-l v . . . v cp--1 D, sn v . . . v sn-.+c, v _. v c, 
J/ ” 
I pv***vp s sll, 1- sm- 1 v . . . vsm-l _____+ n l -9 bVg/ -**v c, 
where 
are unimodular. By Lemma 1.10, we Gnd that ai/ 0 CM = /3 0 bij, 1 < i, j < r. or in par- 
ticular,allocw=~~bll,...,alroa=~oblr, with(all,...,alr)= 1 =(bll.....blr)* 
Thus by Lemma 3.11, C, and C, are of the same genus. 
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